
Choosing a Name
Some names have a special meaning. Your task is to choose a new name for 
a child. Read the description of the child you will be naming. Then, choose a 
name from the table and explain why you chose it.

Remember: try to choose a name that would suit the personality of the child!

The Child
This child has lots of energy and likes to be outside. They would like to have 
a job in nature when they are older. They are patient, brave and like to be 
challenged.

Choose a Name

Name Meaning

Alex defender

Madison mighty

Amos strong and brave

George earth worker

Sabri someone who is very patient

Explain Your Choice
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Choosing a Name
Some names have a special meaning. Your task is to choose a new name for 
a child. Read the description of the child you will be naming. Then, choose a 
name from the table and explain why you chose it.

Remember: try to choose a name that would suit the personality of the child!

The Child
This child enjoys working with animals and likes to be around people. They 
would like to have a job helping people when they are older. They are patient, 
a good listener and kind.

Choose a Name

Name Meaning

Alex defender

Sabri someone who is very patient

Amos strong and brave

George earth worker

Codey someone who helps others when they are in need

Sarin a helpful person

Abdo a kind and sensitive person

Explain Your Choice
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Choosing a Name
Some names have a special meaning. Your task is to choose a new name for 
a child. Read the description of the child you will be naming. Then, choose a 
name from the table and explain why you chose it.

Remember: try to choose a name that would suit the personality of the child!

The Child
This child enjoys making things and solving problems. They would like to 
have a job building or fixing things when they are older. They are intelligent, 
a careful thinker and good with numbers. They enjoy a challenge and like to 
work in a team.

Choose a Name

Name Meaning
Fahima someone who is intelligent and has a lot of knowledge

Griselle someone who is wise and intelligent, good at finding 
and thinking about things

Cadence a rhythmic person

Madison mighty

Eliza someone who has a jolly nature

Rhia flowing water

Jaida precious

Teegan beautiful thing

Aaliya noble

Explain Your Choice
                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                    


